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Drawing on his readings, and placed within the context of reincarnation, Edgar Cayce offers

evidence of the civilisation of Atlantis - showing how its achievements and failures directly relate to

the conflict and confusion of today.

Well, the book met my expectations, but I was hoping for something more. It was a surprise to me

that the quotes of the readings were so short and enigmatic, while most of the text is really an

explanation narrative. It may as well be disappointing to some folks out there. If you are searching

for "Answers" - this books is not going to provide them. What I didn't like at all is the mix of religious

and philosophical stuff. There are references to some good and bad people, but it is never

explained why the good were good and bad were bad. On the contrary - a person grows sympathy

to those described as bad, as they seem to be more technically advanced. Anyway - more

questions that answers after reading. But still - I recommend the read.

I do not need convincing that Atlantis existed. I never believed that Plato was merely writing about a

legendary place. To read Edgar Cayce's take on it is even more exciting. Edgar Cayce's writings,



musings were so colored by his religious upbringing, but I decided I would not hold that against him,

so I enjoyed reading the book thoroughly. I suggest the readers read "There is a River" first and get

to know who Cayce is. This book is for the open minded. If you cannot see past your foot, it will

disappoint you. Stick with your bible for comfort.

A whole new take on the real Atlantis and what really happened to them. Keep in mind this book is

based on the belief in Reincarnation and Spirtism. If you don't believe in the possibility of that - you

will this this book is ridiculous. Read it with an open mind.

Cayse has an amazing ability to fill in the holes of ancient history. Our job as modern scientists is to

check out and try to verify or discard the evidence he gives us. Well good luck with that since some

of his writeings mention things such as the animal- human slave combos really stretch

believeability.Perhaps someday an archeologist will run accross some evidence to back him up but

don't hold your breath folks.

Edgar Cayce..what can I say. Wonderful is wonderful.

I like to read Edgar's books. Very rewarding. Thank you

Love It but it is a slow read

As a student of the Cayce readings for decades, I find the Atlantis readings fascinating, particularly

with regard to their historical dating.In line with Cayce's record of 85% accuracy on other subjects

(primarily medical), there is currently one school of Egyptian archeology that dates the pyramids as

10,000 years older than previously believed based on geologic evidence of water & erosion . Cayce

indicated that the Egyptians were refugees from the destruction of Atlantis.One previous reviewer

misstated facts regarding Cayce's readings; he listed moderate smoking as helpful for specific

individuals, not for everyone. He stated repeatedly that excessive smoking was extremely damaging

& dangerous. Current medical studies bear this out (less than 10 cigarettes per day vs. 1 pack or

more). The personal bigotry against tobacco has perhaps colored the reviewer's understanding of

the words Cayce used in describing the location of Atlantis & it's history.Although there are other

theories that propose Atlantis to be located in the Mediterranean, no geologic or scientific studies

have disproven anything in Cayce readings detailed in this book.If you are willing to keep an open



mind & research further on your own, I believe this is an excellent book and you'll find it both

interesting & enlightening.
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